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2018-19 Administrative Unit Reports
AUR - Campus Recreation
Outcome/Objectives

Means of Assessment

Findings

Use of Findings

Campus Recreation - Disability
Etiquette Training - Campus
Recreation will increase the customer
service knowledge of the student
staff by providing Student with
Disability Etiquette Training
specifically geared towards Campus
Recreation usage.
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

One-Time Activity - Campus
Recreation professional staff will
administer an online quiz following
the Student with Disability Etiquette
Training
* Criterion for Success: Campus
Recreation student staff will take
and pass the quiz with a score of
85% or higher before being allowed
to work. Any student who did not
score 85% was required to review
the presentation and complete the
quiz again. This was repeated until
the student scored at least 85%
* Person(s) Responsible: Al Gentilini

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
100% of student employees scored 85% on higher on the
quiz. (07/11/2019)
Analysis of Findings: Campus Recreation experienced great
feedback from this training. Student employees reported
they felt more comfortable and confident when
approaching or working with someone with a disability.
Moving forward, Campus Recreation will continue to make
this quiz a requirement for all new student employees.
Also, all student employees will be required to take this
quiz once a year.

Use of Findings: Campus
Recreation experienced great
feedback from this training.
Student employees reported they
felt more comfortable and
confident when approaching or
working with someone with a
disability. Moving forward,
Campus Recreation will continue
to make this quiz a requirement
for all new student employees.
Also, all student employees will be
required to take this quiz once a
year. (07/11/2019)

Campus Recreation - Fitness Center
participation by Freshmen - Campus
Recreation will increase the
participation of freshmen students
within the fitness center by
presenting to students within
Orientaion, Compass, and University
SUccess classes.
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

Ongoing Activity - Student
participation will be tracked by using
the Fitness Center data management
system
* Criterion for Success: Freshmen
participation in the Fitness Center in
2018-2019 will be at least 10%
higher than the participation level in
2017 - 2018
* Person(s) Responsible: Al
Gentilitni

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Exceeds Expectations
Freshman participation in the Fitness Center increased
39.8% in 2018 -2019 over the level of participation in 2017 2018. (07/11/2019)
Analysis of Findings: Participation levels also revealed that
Sophomore student participation increased by 222% over
2017 - 2018, and the level and Junior participation
increased by 11.3%. Since Freshmen students were
targeted, the Fitness Center is analyzing all marketing
efforts to determine the cause of these increases in order
to continue those efforts what were successful.

Use of Findings: Participation
levels also revealed that
Sophomore student participation
increased by 222% over 2017 2018, and the level and Junior
participation increased by 11.3%.
Since Freshmen students were
targeted, the Fitness Center is
analyzing all marketing efforts to
determine the cause of these
increases in order to continue
those efforts what were
successful. (07/11/2019)

03/25/2020
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Outcome/Objectives

Means of Assessment

Findings

Use of Findings

Campus Recreation - Student
awareness of current services and
desire for new services - Campus
Recreation will assess opinions and
usage of current programs, facilities
and services, and will also ask what
students would like the department
to improve or implement to attract
more usage.
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

One-Time Activity - The department
will electronically distribute a survey
to all USFSP students through the
department's access control
program, Fusion.
* Criterion for Success: 20% of
USFSP students will complete the
survey
* Person(s) Responsible: Al Gentilini

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Did Not Meet Expectations
Only 5% of USFSP students completed the survey
(07/11/2019)
Analysis of Findings: Of the 5% of students who completed
the survey, 12.57% did not know when the services,
facilities, and programs were available, and 15.9% did not
know where the services, programs and facilities were
located. There were multiple responses on how to improve
the services, including:
- Adding indoor basketball courts
- Adding more multi-use rooms in the Fitness Center
- Updating the outdoor pool
- Adding a climbing wall
- Implementing a food service / juice bar

Use of Findings: With such a high
number of students with little
knowledge of the services,
programs and facilities that are
offered, we will focus our energy
and resources towards our
marketing efforts.before
implementing any new initiatives.
After one year, we will conduct
another survey to determine next
steps. (07/11/2019)

03/25/2020
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2018-19 Administrative Unit Reports
AUR - Campus Visitation, Orientation & Onboarding, Enrollment Marketing
No data found for the selected criteria.

03/25/2020
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2018-19 Administrative Unit Reports
AUR - Career Services
Outcome/Objectives

Means of Assessment

Findings

Use of Findings

Career Center - Increase Employer
Engagement on Campus - Increase
Employers on-campus by 10% to 205
unique employers visiting campus for
events, job fairs, info sessions,
interviews, harbor market, etc.
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

One-Time Activity - Tracking
employer registrations, events, and
interviews in Handshake. Tracking
attendance at Harbor Markets, Patio
Tuesdays and other events.
* Criterion for Success: 205 unique
employers visit campus, a 10%
increase in the number of unique
employers compared to 2017 -2018
* Person(s) Responsible: Lesa
Shouse

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Exceeds Expectations
The Career Center goal of a 10% increase in the number of
unique employers visiting campus
compared to 2017 – 2018 was surpassed. In 2018-2019 208
unique employers visited campus, an
increase of 12%. The total number of employer visits to
various Career Center events was 266. (07/03/2019)
Analysis of Findings: Program goal to make sure we are
offering broad variety of employer to student connections.
Planning new programs for 2019-2020 such as Tavern
Tuesday events

Use of Findings: Program goal to
make sure we are offering broad
variety of employer to student
connections. Planning new
programs for 2019-2020 such as
Tavern Tuesday events
(07/03/2019)

Career Center - Student Employment
Supervisor Training - All Student
Employment supervisors will
successfully complete a training
course and pass a knowledge
assessment at 100% after viewing
training within 3 attempts. Passing
will be required prior to posting jobs
to students.
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

One-Time Activity - Canvas shell will
house videos and student
employment supervisor manual then
a quiz will be administered in the
shell.
* Criterion for Success: 100% pass
rate after viewing training within 3
attempts.
* Person(s) Responsible: Lesa
Shouse

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Did Not Meet Expectations
Forty of the 50 student employment
supervisors/processors who registered for the course (80%)
successfully achieved a passing grade of 100% on the
mandatory quiz (07/03/2019)
Analysis of Findings: Although the initial criteria for passing
the quiz was to achieve a grade of 100% within three
attempts, a number of supervisors needed between 4 – 7
attempts to pass the quiz. The student employment team
will evaluate the incentives to providing answers to all
questions after the first attempt, helping participants to
understand what was incorrect and retake the test directly
following.

Use of Findings: The Career
Center plans to evaluate the
quality of the quiz assessment tool
to improve the clarity of the
questions and remove confusing
answer choices. They also plan to
build in a process to verify pass
rate prior to posting access
(07/03/2019)

Career Center - Satisfaction with
Resume Information - Students who
receive an in-person resume critique

One-Time Activity - Post
appointment survey administered
through Handshake and

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Exceeds Expectations
Of the 33 students who received a resume critique at the

Use of Findings: Make sure we are
meeting the needs of our
students.

03/25/2020
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Outcome/Objectives

Means of Assessment

Findings

Use of Findings

will be satisfied with the feedback
provided by a staff member.
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

automatically emailed after
appointment. Survey Item: Are you
satisfied with the
feedback/information provided by a
staff member?
* Criterion for Success: 90% will be
satisfied with the feedback provided
by a staff member.
* Person(s) Responsible: Lesa
Shouse

Career Center and completed the appointment satisfaction
survey, 100% stated that they were satisfied with the
feedback / information provided by the staff member.
Student feedback included the following:
•
“I loved that I was able to be myself and open up
about my struggles. The team is always very understanding
and eager to help!”
•
“I love coming to the career center they are all so
helpful and energetic there! The help I got developing my
CV was great!”
•
“I enjoyed being able to complete my full resume
and leaving knowing I had a resume that I can sent to a
potential job without thinking twice.”
(07/03/2019)
Analysis of Findings: Make sure we are meeting the needs
of our students.
The feedback helped to verify that our staff is competent
and successful working with students

The feedback helped to verify that
our staff is competent and
successful working with students
(07/03/2019)

Career Center - Grad School Prep Day
- Students who attend Grad School
Prep Day will be able to identify two
action wsteps that will keep them on
track toward grad school application
completion
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

One-Time Activity - Paper
assessment at the end of Grad
School Prep day asking students to
list two action steps
* Criterion for Success: 80% of
attendees will be able to list two
action steps
* Person(s) Responsible: Lesa
Shouse

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Did Not Meet Expectations
Event had only two attendees. Individual appointments
were completed with these students. (07/03/2019)
Analysis of Findings: Scheduling of the event conflicted
with 5 other campus events that evening.

Use of Findings: We will try a
different date for Grad School
Prep Day and better collaborate
across campus (07/03/2019)

03/25/2020
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2018-19 Administrative Unit Reports
AUR - Compass: Student Success Advocates, PATHE, First Year Experience,
Second Year Experience, Transfer Student Experience
Outcome/Objectives

Means of Assessment

Findings

Use of Findings

Compass: Transfer Student
Community - New transfer students
who engage with a Compass Transfer
Peer Coach will feel more connected
to USFSP
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

Ongoing Activity - The students will
be given an in-person survey after
each one-on-one meeting
* Criterion for Success: 60% of
participating transfer students will
feel more comfortable to USFSP
* Person(s) Responsible: Carolina
Nutt

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Exceeds Expectations
93% of the partnering transfer students responded "agree"
or "strongly agree' that they felt more connected dto USFSP
after meeting with their Peer Coach (07/12/2019)
Analysis of Findings: 62 transfer students engaged with the
Compass Transfer Program and 41 transfer students took
the engagement survey. We hope to increase the number
of transfer students engaged with the transfer program for
the 2019 -2020 academic year.

Use of Findings: 62 transfer
students engaged with the
Compass Transfer Program and 41
transfer students took the
engagement survey. We hope to
increase the number of transfer
students engaged with the
transfer program for the 2019 2020 academic year. (07/12/2019)
Use of Findings: 62 transfer
students engaged with the
Compass Transfer Program and 41
transfer students took the
engagement survey. We hope to
increase the number of transfer
students engaged with the
transfer program for the 2019 2020 academic year. (07/12/2019)

Compass: Training Compass Student
Leaders - New and returning Compass
Student Leaders will participate in the
credit bearing training course that will
be offered through the Bishop Center
for Ethical Leadership/Leadership
Studies Minor
Outcome/Objective Status:
03/25/2020

One-Time Activity - Course
enrollment will be tracked
* Criterion for Success: 100% of
Compass Student Leaders will enroll
in the course
* Person(s) Responsible: Carolina
Nutt

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Meets Expectations
All of the Compass Student Leaders (100%) enrolled in the
LDR 2010 course designed to provide holistic training
(07/12/2019)
Analysis of Findings: Continue the course during the next
year, 2019 - 2020, and explore possibilities to expand the
offering to other student leader groups on campus

Generated by Nuventive Improve

Use of Findings: Continue the
course during the next year, 2019
- 2020, and explore possibilities to
expand the offering to other
student leader groups on campus
(07/12/2019)
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Outcome/Objectives

Means of Assessment

Findings

Use of Findings

Compass: Career Readiness Skills of
Peer Coaches - Compass Student
Leaders who fulfill their role will be
able to articulate career readiness
skills related to the National
Association of Colleges and
Employers (NACE) competencies.
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

Ongoing Activity - Students will
describe their career readiness skills
during mid-semester and end of year
evaluation sessions
* Criterion for Success: 95% of
Compass Student Leaders will be
able to describe their use of career
readiness skills

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Did Not Meet Expectations
85% of Compass Peer Leaders were able to articulate career
readiness skills based on NACE competencies. The
articulation of skills was scored in students' self-evaluation
and on supervisors' evaluation. (07/12/2019)
Analysis of Findings: When assessing this goal, we believe
that we should use more aspects of the peer coach role to
determine students' abilities to articulate these
competencies. Other aspects of the role will include
intensive training experiences, staff meetings, and
leadership retreats.

Use of Findings: When assessing
this goal, we believe that we
should use more aspects of the
peer coach role to determine
students' abilities to articulate
these competencies. Other
aspects of the role will include
intensive training experiences,
staff meetings, and leadership
retreats. (07/12/2019)

Compass: Fall to Fall Retention - New
FTIC students who engage with a Peer
Coach one-on-one and/or through a
Compass program will be retained
into their second year, Fall 2019
Outcome/Objective Status: Active
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

Ongoing Activity - Students' fall
enrollment will be determined by
the Day 6 Enrollment Report which
shows Fall enrollment at the end of
the first week of classes
* Criterion for Success: At least 80%
of new FTICS will be retained into
their second year

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Inconclusive
Findings are pending until the Day 6 Fall enrollment report
is available (07/12/2019)
Analysis of Findings: The Fall Day 6 Enrollment report will
be available on September 3, 2019

Use of Findings: The Day 6
Enrollment report will be available
by September 3, 2019
(07/12/2019)

Compass: Persistence of Second Year
Students - To deepen second year
students' sense of community and
affinity to USFSP, Compass will
develop new programs and initiatives
for sophomore students during the
2018 - 2019 academic year
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

Ongoing Activity - Number and type
of events and attendance reports
during 2018 -2019 will be collected
and examined
* Criterion for Success: Compass will
create/develop 5 new programs or
initiatives that specifically serve
sophomore students

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Exceeds Expectations
Compass exceeded this goal by creating ten
new#usfspMORE events for sophomores. These included
the #usfspMORE Celebration, the Major Declaration
Celebration, #usfspMORE Week daily events (conversations
with professionals, career information, second year escape,
and a Sophomore Summit), a Super Smash Tournament, A
Career and Cocoa event, a Paint Party, and a 1st to 2nd year
hand off event. (07/12/2019)
Analysis of Findings: These results will be used as the
foundation to continue to evaluate the success of the
sophomore program and its impact on the student
population.

Use of Findings: These results will
be used as the foundation to
continue to evaluate the success
of the sophomore program and its
impact on the student population.
(07/12/2019)

Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

03/25/2020
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2018-19 Administrative Unit Reports
AUR - Dean of Students: Housing & Residence Life, Veterans Services, Student
Conduct, Students of Concern Assistance Team (SOCAT)
Outcome/Objectives

Means of Assessment

Findings

Use of Findings

Dean of Students: Housing &
Residence Life: Intervention in Risky
Situations / Alcohol Safety - Students
will increase their likelihood of
intervening in risky situations through
the intervention strategies presented
at STamPete'D and Party House
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

One-Time Activity - Residential
students who attend alcohol
awareness programming will
complete a survey
* Criterion for Success: 80% of
students will report that they are
more likely to intervene in a risky
situation
80 % of students will be able to
identify one or more alcohol safety
tips

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Exceeds Expectations
STamPete'D:
81% of surveyed FTIC students reported they are more
likely to intervene in a risky situation
92% of surveyed upperclassmen students reported as more
likely to intervene in a risky situation
100% of students were able to identify at least one alcohol
safety tip.

Use of Findings: Findings will be
shared with campus partners for
program effectiveness.
Assessment findings will inform
the subsequent academic year
programming. (07/22/2019)

Dean of Students: Housing &
Residence Life - Student Engagement
with Campus Partners - Students will
have the opportunity to engage with
campus partners through HRL
programming
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

One-Time Activity - RAs will ask semi
structured questions in 1:1
conversations with residential
students to ascertain campus
involvement
* Criterion for Success: 70% of
residential students will report
engagement with a campus partner

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Exceeds Expectations
84% of students reported that they engaged with a campus
partner (07/22/2019)
Analysis of Findings: Residence Life programming is
successfully encouraging residential students' engagement
with campus partner services and programs

03/25/2020

Party House:
81.3% of surveyed students reported that they are more
likely to intervene in future risky situations as a result of the
program (07/22/2019)
Analysis of Findings: Findings will be shared with campus
partners for program effectiveness. Assessment findings
will inform the subsequent academic year programming.

Generated by Nuventive Improve

Use of Findings: Findings will be
shared with campus partners to
inform about residential students
usage of their programs and
services. Assessment findings will
inform programming for the
second half of the academic year
and the subsequent year.
(07/22/2019)
Use of Findings: Findings will be
shared with campus partners to
Page 8 of 22

Outcome/Objectives

Means of Assessment

Findings

Use of Findings
inform then about residential
students' usage of their programs
and services.
Assessment findings will inform
programming for the second half
of the year and for subsequent
academic year planning
(07/22/2019)

Dean of Students: Housing &
Residence Life - Knowledge of
Wellness Techniques - As a result of
the Distress-a-Bull program, students
will report an increase in knowledge
of wellness techniques from zone 3
(Fall) to zone 6 (Spring)
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

One-Time Activity - Students will
complete a survey about wellness
techniques after fall and spring
programs
* Criterion for Success: 65% of
students will show increased
knowledge of wellness techniques
from fall to spring

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Inconclusive
86% of students were aware of a wellness technique after
the fall semester program.
The program was cancelled in the spring semester and
Spring comparison data was not collected (07/22/2019)
Analysis of Findings: Since spring data was not collected,
gains in knowledge of wellness techniques were not
evaluated.

Use of Findings: The program was
cancelled in the spring semester
and Spring comparison data was
not collected (07/22/2019)

Dean of Students: Office of Student
Conduct (OSC) - Recognition of
Impact of Behavior - Students who
complete a written reflection
assignment will describe how their
their behavior, attitude and choices
affect themselves and others.
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

One-Time Activity - Students'
written reflection assignment will be
evaluated by Initial Review Officers
using a rubric to describe the degree
to which the students recognize the
impact of their behavior on
themselves and others in the
community.
* Criterion for Success: 70% of
students who complete the written
reflection assignment will score
'acceptable' or higher on the rubric.

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Exceeds Expectations
75% of completed assignments met the 'acceptable' or
higher outcome. Of the 105 written reflections assigned,
83% met the criterion during Summer (10/12); 76% met the
criterion during Fall (54/71); and 68% met the criterion in
Spring (15/22). (07/22/2019)
Analysis of Findings: Update the current rubric to better
provide an even more consistent evaluation of reflective
sanctions by Initial Review Officers and develop passive
programming to address an understanding of community
responsibility.

Use of Findings: Update the
current rubric to better provide an
even more consistent evaluation
of reflective sanctions by Initial
Review Officers and develop
passive programming to address
an understanding of community
responsibility. (07/22/2019)

Dean of Students: Office of Student
Conduct (OSC) - Conduct Process is
Fair and Consistent - Students who
participate will evaluate the conduct
process as fair and consistent
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed

Ongoing Activity - A post review
meeting survey will be used to
evaluate the degree to which
students who participated in the
conduct process will agree /strongly
agree that the process is fair and
consistent

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Inconclusive
The current method of gathering this information, using
email to distribute the survey resulted in only a 25%
response rate. Due to this low response rate, the degree to
which the criterion for success cannot be evaluated.
(07/22/2019)

Use of Findings: We are working
on creating a way to collect in
person (before they leave the
office) student evaluations of the
conduct process rather than rely
on email distribution of the
survey. We are also planning to

03/25/2020
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Outcome/Objectives

Means of Assessment

Findings

Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

* Criterion for Success: 65% of
students will agree/strongly agree
that the conduct process is fair and
consistent

Analysis of Findings: Email communication for collecting
satisfaction ratings of the conduct process may not be the
best method to evaluate this outcome.

Dean of Students: Office of Student
Conduct (OSC) - Training Student
Conduct Board Members - Students,
Faculty and Staff who participate on
the University Conduct Board will feel
confident in their ability to provide an
unbiased and fair process to students
Outcome/Objective Status: Active
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

Ongoing Activity - Implement an
involvement and knowledge survey
for all board members related to
their experience serving on the
student conduct board
* Criterion for Success: 75% of
participating board members will
indicate a feeling of confidence and
knowledge of their role within the
hearing process, and will score 75%
or higher on the post training testing
tool related to actual knowledge

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Inconclusive
The on-line testing module was not finished until the end of
Spring semester so we were not able to assess this
outcome. We also had very few hearings during the
academic year compared to previous years, limiting the
ability for members of the board to assess their own
comfort level in those experiences. The training feedback
received in Fall 2018 found that 7 of 8 new members felt no
or little anxiety about being on the baord after attending
training. (07/22/2019)
Analysis of Findings: We will complete development of an
on-line assessment tool specific to new conduct board
members' experience after training and after participating
in a hearing. The on-line Canvas course quiz will be used as
a new tool, providing a quiz for all returning board
members. This will allow us to monitor understanding and
knowledge of the process for new and returning members.

Dean of Students: Students of
Concern Assistance Team (SOCAT) Identify Campus Resources Students will be able to identify
important campus resources available
to them after their first appointment
with the Case Manager.
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

One-Time Activity - Students will
complete a post-session survey
evaluated in terms of their ability to
identify on-campus resources
* Criterion for Success: 90% of
students will agree or strongly agree
to the following statement: "As a
result of my meeting with the case
manager, I know how to utilize
campus resources (aside from the
case manager) for help in the future,
if needed."

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Exceeds Expectations
SOCAT received 528 referrals of concern during the 18-19
academic year. Of the 528 referrals, 46% (n=243) engaged
in a meeting with a case manager and 96 students (39%
completed the post-intake survey.

03/25/2020

Use of Findings
provide training to Initial Review
Officers on transformational
experiences with students with
increased focus on developmental
and individual needs that can
provide an even stronger
developmental process for
students. (07/22/2019)
Use of Findings: We will complete
development of an on-line
assessment tool specific to new
conduct board members'
experience after training and after
participating in a hearing. The online Canvas course quiz will be
used as a new tool, providing a
quiz for all returning board
members. This will allow us to
monitor understanding and
knowledge of the process for new
and returning members.
(07/22/2019)

Use of Findings: The limitations of
these results stem from a small
sample size in comparison to the
student population served by
SOCAT during the academic year
(96 respondents of 234 students
served). The data is suggestive
The findings showed that: 100% of the student respondents that students who participate in
(n=96) reported 'agree' or 'strongly agree' to their
case management services are
knowledge of how to utilize campus resources when
effective in learning campus
needed in the future (07/22/2019)
resources. The department will
Analysis of Findings: The limitations of these results stem
confirm this data by ensuring
from a small sample size in comparison to the student
appropriate documentation of

Generated by Nuventive Improve
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Outcome/Objectives

Means of Assessment

Findings
population served by SOCAT during the academic year (96
respondents of 234 students served). The data is suggestive
that students who participate in case management services
are effective in learning campus resources. The department
will confirm this data by ensuring appropriate
documentation of intake and follow-up appointments by
altering this objective and method of assessment to
qualitative methods involving case audits.

Use of Findings
intake and follow-up
appointments by altering this
objective and method of
assessment to qualitative
methods involving case audits.
(07/22/2019)

Dean of Students: Students of
Concern Assistance Team (SOCAT) Plan of Action - Students who
participate in an intake appointment
with the Case Manager will
understand the next steps as
identified by their respective action
plan.
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

One-Time Activity - Students will
complete a post-session survey to
assess their understanding of the
next steps identified by their action
plan.
* Criterion for Success: 90% of
students will agree or strongly agree
to the following statement: "As a
result of my meeting with the case
manager, I understand the action
plan I created with the case
manager."

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Exceeds Expectations
100% of participants identified, agreed or strongly agreed,
that as a result of meeting with the case manager, they
understood the next steps for success as developed with
the case manager. (07/22/2019)
Analysis of Findings: The results of this objective have
limitations due to sample size in comparison to the student
population served by SOCAT.

Use of Findings: SOCAT will
discontinue this goal and will
identify this goal on Key
Performance Indicators case audit
reviews to ensure the
documentation within the student
record matches what is being
provided to the student. The
department will confirm this data
by ensuring appropriate
documentation of intake and
follow-up appointments by
altering this objective and
method of assessment to
qualitative methods involving case
audits. (07/22/2019)

Dean of Students: Students of
Concern Assistance Team (SOCAT) Intake Appointment Response Rate Students will complete a post-session
survey to assess their understanding
of on-campus resources available to
them.
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

One-Time Activity - Post - session
survey response rate
* Criterion for Success: The
percentage of students who
complete a post-session survey after
an intake appointment will increase
from 60% to 80%

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Did Not Meet Expectations
This goal was not met. of the students who engaged in
services with SOCAT, on 39% participated in the postsession survey. (07/22/2019)
Analysis of Findings: During the 18-19 academic year,
SOCAT experienced 3 employee vacancies. These vacancies
appear to be a factor influencing low response rates.

Use of Findings: The SOCAT/SOS
team has reviewed these findings.
The team has made
recommended changes to the
survey procedure and process for
students. (07/22/2019)

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Exceeds Expectations

Use of Findings: SOCAT will
discontinue this goal and will

Dean of Students: Students of
One-Time Activity - Post - Session
Concern Assistance Team (SOCAT) - survey
Who to Reach Out To - Students who
03/25/2020
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Outcome/Objectives

Means of Assessment

Findings

Use of Findings

attend an intake appointment with a
Case Manager will be able to describe
who they can reach out to for help on
campus in the future if needed.
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

* Criterion for Success: 90% of
students will agree or strongly agree
that they "know who to contact if
things are not getting better or begin
to worsen in the future."

99% of student respondents agreed or strongly agreed that
they know who to reach out to if they need assistance in
the future. (07/22/2019)
Analysis of Findings: Only 39% of students who met with a
case manager completed the post-session survey

identify this goal on Key
Performance Indicators case audit
reviews to ensure the
documentation within the student
record matches what is being
provided to the student. The
department will confirm this data
by ensuring appropriate
documentation of intake and
follow-up appointments by
altering this objective and
method of assessment to
qualitative methods involving case
audits. (07/22/2019)

03/25/2020
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2018-19 Administrative Unit Reports
AUR - Enrollment Management & Planning
No data found for the selected criteria.

03/25/2020
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2018-19 Administrative Unit Reports
AUR - Financial Aid, Scholarships
Outcome/Objectives

Means of Assessment

Findings

Test outcome 1 - This is the
description of the outcome/objective
Outcome/Objective Status: Active
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019, 2019 - 2020, 2020 - 2021

One-Time Activity - Description of
how you are going to assess. Who is
pop, how will you evaluate? Surveys,
etc.
* Criterion for Success: 75% of
returned surveys will have a
"satisfied" result
* Person(s) Responsible: Bob Reddy

Use of Findings

One-Time Activity - Assessment type
one
* Criterion for Success: 80% in year
2
* Person(s) Responsible: Bob Reddy
Test outcome 2 - This is for outcome
2
Outcome/Objective Status: Active
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

03/25/2020
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2018-19 Administrative Unit Reports
AUR - Records and Registration (Registrar)
No data found for the selected criteria.

03/25/2020
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2018-19 Administrative Unit Reports
AUR - Student Life and Engagement: Leadership and Student Organizations,
Multicultural Affairs, University Student Center, Student Government, Student
Programs
Outcome/Objectives

Means of Assessment

Findings

Use of Findings

SLE - Leadership & Student
Organizations - Retaining Student
Organizations - Leadership & Student
Organizations (LSO) will contribute to
the increased retention of involved
students by piloting a new student
organization support model.

Ongoing Activity - USFSP Student
Organization positional leaders will
attend a variety of student
organization trainings about EMS,
sponsorships, and road shows from
other campus partners.
* Criterion for Success: 70% of
active student organizations from
2018 – 2019 will renew their
membership for 2019 – 2020.
* Person(s) Responsible: Akyanna
Smith

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Inconclusive
For the first time, LSO offered weekly trainings. Topics are
listed below:

Use of Findings: In August 2019,
LSO is pleased to offer the first
annual Student Org Conference
which will be an intensive training
for all student organizations. We
plan to cover topics like Marketing
Your Student Organization, Officer
Transition and Elections, How to
Request Funds from Student
Government, and How to Run
Meetings/Write Meeting Minutes.
With our new organization
management platform, we will
also do an intensive training about
how to use that system at the
Student Org Conference.

The new support model will include
weekly, specialized, student
organization trainings as
supplemental student organization
support. Topics include but are not
limited to (Basic Student Org
procedures, Spending Money with
SG, Navigating PeteSync, etc.).
Outcome/Objective Status: Active
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

03/25/2020

New Student Org/EMS Training (occurred once a month)
Recruitment and Mission Statements
Marketing your Student Organization
SOCAT Resources (co-sponsored by SOCAT)
ERF/How to Request Funds from SG (co-sponsored by SG)occurred in both fall and spring semesters
Constitution Writing and Mission Statements
Navigating PeteSync (occurred in both fall and spring
semesters)
Retention and Burnout
Transferable Skills (Hosted by Career Center)
Officer Elections/Transition (occurred in both fall and spring
semesters)
We currently have 87 groups
Learn how to Re-Register your Student Org for Fall 2019
registered. We will look at how
many groups attend the
The most well attended trainings were New Student Org
conference and will use that as
trainings/EMS. We had 16 new students orgs register this
baseline to determine org
academic year.
retention moving forward.
Due to the migration of our student organization portal
(07/03/2019)
from Campus Labs to Engage we did not host registration in
April as planned. It was recommended that we wait until
after migration is complete at the end of May. LSO will
open registration in June (07/03/2019)
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Outcome/Objectives

Means of Assessment

Findings

Use of Findings

Analysis of Findings: In August 2019, LSO is pleased to offer
the first annual Student Org Conference which will be an
intensive training for all student organizations. We plan to
cover topics like Marketing Your Student Organization,
Officer Transition and Elections, How to Request Funds
from Student Government, and How to Run
Meetings/Write Meeting Minutes. With our new
organization management platform, we will also do an
intensive training about how to use that system at the
Student Org Conference.
We currently have 87 groups registered. We will look at
how many groups attend the conference and will use that
as baseline to determine org retention moving forward.
By the first week of September, 2019, the department will
ascertain whether the goal of retaining 70% of last year's
student organizations was achieved.
SLE - University Student Center Customer Satisfaction with USC
Event Services - The University
Student Center (USC) will gauge the
level of customer service that the USC
& Event Services is providing to
students, faculty, staff, and external
guests.
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

One-Time Activity - The USC will
administer a short, online Baseline
survey following the completion of
an event to those who booked a
meeting or event in USC managed
spaces.
* Criterion for Success: 60% of the
recipients that complete the survey
will rate their USC guest experience
as “somewhat satisfied or above”.
* Person(s) Responsible: Akyanna
Smith

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Exceeds Expectations
Planning Process Results: 88% of all guests that responded
to the survey were “Very Satisfied” while 11% were
“Dissatisfied with the Planning Process for their event or
meeting
Facility Preparation Results: 88% of all guests that
responded to the survey were “Very Satisfied” with the
facility while 11% was “Satisfied” in regards to Room
Setup/Layout & General Cleanliness. In regards to
wayfinding and directional signage around the USC, 77%
were “Very Satisfied” while 22% listed “Not Applicable”.

Use of Findings: Will use findings
to develop customer service
trainings/skill sets for student and
pro staff, as well as what to look
for when working with clients for
the 2019-2020 academic year.
(07/03/2019)

Event Support Staff Services Results: 100% of all guests that
responded to the survey were “Very Satisfied” with their
customer service experiences when they arrived for their
event. (07/03/2019)
Analysis of Findings: Will use findings to develop customer
service trainings/skill sets for student and pro staff, as well
as what to look for when working with clients for the 20192020 academic year. The USC student and pro staff
continue to strive being one of the City of St. Petersburg’s
03/25/2020
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Outcome/Objectives

Means of Assessment

Findings

Use of Findings

best event venues where guests are given our undivided
attention from the inquiry process to the day-of-show
where they are warmly greeted when they arrive for their
event and know that their programs are properly staffed
and supported.
SLE - Marketing - In an effort to stay
socially relevant with our marketing
tactics, Students will have access to
Student Life & Engagement services
and programs via a newly created
departmental Snapchat account.
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

03/25/2020

One-Time Activity - Student Life &
Engagement will add “Snapchat” as
one of the methods by which
students have learned about a
particular event and service on the
event surveys that we have students
complete after an event.
* Criterion for Success: At least 20%
of students will report that they
found out about an SLE sponsored
event through Snapchat.
* Person(s) Responsible: Akyanna
Smith

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Did Not Meet Expectations
Compiled Data tells us that students here prefer traditional
marketing tactics such as emails and flyers:

Use of Findings: In an effort to
consolidate marketing efforts SLE
will strategically align with
University sponsored social media
efforts for such as the USFSP
35.6% of students find out about SLE events through flyers Facebook and Instagram accounts.
21.6% of students find out about SLE events through email As the percentage of students that
19.8% of students find out about SLE events through
find out about SLE events through
chalking/window paint
social media is only 9.1% we can
9.1% of students find out about SLE events through social
conclude that compartmentalized
media (where Instagram is the most popular)
social media efforts are not as
8.8% of students find out about SLE events through word of effective. While we will still keep
mouth (at events and through committee meetings)
our social media pages, we will
3.9% of students find out about SLE events through the
strategize on which items should
PeteSync Calendar
be funneled through the
0.9% of students responded N/A to how they find out about University. (07/03/2019)
SLE events
(07/03/2019)
Analysis of Findings: In an effort to consolidate marketing
efforts SLE will strategically align with University sponsored
social media efforts for such as the USFSP Facebook and
Instagram accounts. As the percentage of students that
find out about SLE events through social media is only 9.1%
we can conclude that compartmentalized social media
efforts are not as effective. While we will still keep our
social media pages, we will strategize on which items
should be funneled through the University.
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2018-19 Administrative Unit Reports
AUR - Wellness Center/Disability Services
Division Mission Statement: To create innovative learning opportunities to enhance the collegiate experience and engage all students
Unit Mission Statement: The Wellness Center empowers the University of South Florida, St. Petersburg (USFSP) community by promoting a proactive and compassionate
approach to holistic wellness and student development in an inclusive, collaborative and multidisciplinary environment.

Outcome/Objectives

Means of Assessment

Findings

Use of Findings

Student Disability Services Academic Coaching - Student
participation in the Academic
Coaching program will increase
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

Ongoing Activity - Tracking Coaching
participants and appointments
* Criterion for Success: Participation
in the Academic Coaching program
will increase by 25% compared to
participation in 2017-1018

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Exceeds Expectations
2017 - 2018: Number of students = 18
2018 - 2019: Number of students = 23 (28% increase)
2017 - 2018 Number of appointments = 263
2018 - 2019: Number of appointments = 365 (39% increase)
(07/02/2019)
Analysis of Findings: Increases in the number of student
participants and the number of appointments exceeded
expectations

Use of Findings: Outreach and
recruitment efforts will be
enhanced to include
collaborations with Compass,
Student Success, and First Year
Experience classes. SDS Coaches
will be more visible throughout
campus. All new SDS students will
be scheduled to meet with a
coach. (07/02/2019)

Student Disability Services - Improve
performance on learning / study
strategies - Students in the Academic
Coaching program will improve
performance on identified learning /
study challenges
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

One-Time Activity - Students will
take a pre-test Learning and Study
Skills Inventory (LASSI) assessment.
Based on their scores, student and
coach will identify two significant
learning challenges on which to
focus during Coaching interventions.
A LASSI post-test will be
administered new the end of the
semester
* Criterion for Success: 75% of
students will demonstrate improved
performance on the two challenges
* Person(s) Responsible: Barry
McDowell

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Exceeds Expectations
Nine students in the Coaching program took a pre and post
LASSI assessment, with 8 of the 9 (88%) demonstrating
improved performance on at least 2 challenges
(07/02/2019)
Analysis of Findings: Of the 23 students who met with a
Coach at least 3 times, only 9 took both LASSI assessments.
Seven (7) other students were returning to coaching from
2017 - 2018, thus, the LASSI was not as appropriate. Three
(3) students wanted Coaching for other specific reasons.
Four (4) students did not continue with Coaching or did not
complete the post-LASSI.

Use of Findings: We will design an
assessment, other that the LASSI,
that would be relevant for
students with goals that are
outside the learning strategies
framework (07/02/2019)
Use of Findings: Of the 23
students who met with a Coach at
least 3 times, only 9 took both
LASSI assessments. Seven (7)
other students were retrunign
from 2017 - 2018, therefore the
LASSI was not as appropriate.
Three(3) students wanted
Coaching for other specific
reasons. Four (4) students did not

03/25/2020
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Outcome/Objectives

Means of Assessment

Findings

Use of Findings
continue with Coaching or did not
complete the post-LASSI. Going
forward, we sill design another
assessment, other than the LASSI,
that would be relevant for
students with goals that are
outside the learning strategies
framework. (07/02/2019)

Student Disability Services - Enhance
interpersonal competence for
students with socialization barriers Students who participate in Social
Skills training will increase their
awareness of strategies for successful
interactions
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

One-Time Activity - A survey will be
administered to the participants at
the end of the program assessing
their awareness of successful
strategies
* Criterion for Success: 50% of the
participants will be able to identify at
lease one strategy
* Person(s) Responsible: Barry
McDowell

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Exceeds Expectations
Of the 4 students participating, 3 completed an assessment.
All 3 participants identified one or more strategies
(07/02/2019)
Analysis of Findings: Each of the strategies identified by the
students concerned some variation of enabling the student
to "feel comfortable enough" to engage in the social
interaction. Future social skills initiatives should focus on
creating strategies designed to foster this sense of comfort
at the very outset.

Use of Findings: Each of the
strategies identified by the
students concerned some
variation of enabling the student
to "feel comfortable enough" to
engage in the social interaction.
Future social skills initiatives
should focus on creating
strategies designed to foster this
sense of comfort at the very
outset. (07/02/2019)

Student Disability Services Participation in Social Skills training
program - Increase the number of
students participating in the Social
Skills training program from the four
who participated in 2017 - 2018
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

Ongoing Activity - Tracking the
number of students participating in
the training program
* Criterion for Success: Participation
will increase by 50% over the level of
participation in 2017 - 2018.
Participation in 2018 -2019 will be
six or more students
* Person(s) Responsible: Barry
McDowell

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Did Not Meet Expectations
The level of participation remained at the same level as last
year, with 4 student participants (07/02/2019)
Analysis of Findings: Although we still have not recruited
enough participants, there is consensus that this goal of
developing social communication skill is a viable initiative
and needed by many students. The challenge is how to
deliver a program that is amenable and convenient. In
2019, SDS will resurrect a student organiztion focusing on
interpersonal activities, trainings, and informal gatherings
targeting students with social challenges but open to all
students. Leadership will be provided by SDS students and
the SDS coaches. Funding for social occasions, hopefully,
will be available from Student Government

Use of Findings: In 2019, SDS will
resurrect a student organiztion
focusing on interpersonal
activities, trainings, and informal
gatherings targeting students with
social challenges but open to all
students. Leadership will be
provided by SDS students and the
SDS coaches. Funding for social
occasions, hopefully, will be
available from Student
Government (07/02/2019)

Wellness Center - Resiliency Seminar One-Time Activity - Students will be
curriculum - As a result of
asked to fill out an evaluation at the
participating in the Resiliency Seminar end of the course
curriculum, students will:
03/25/2020

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Use of Findings: Use data to
Conclusion: Exceeds Expectations
continually revise and enhance
1. 100% of participants indicated an increased awareness of this curriculum if the course
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Outcome/Objectives

Means of Assessment

Findings

Use of Findings

Increase their awareness of core
aspects of resiliency; and indicate
their intention to engage in strategies
discussed during the seminar
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

* Criterion for Success: 1. 50% of
participants will endorse either
"Agree" or "Strongly Agree" for the
question about increasing awareness
of core components of resiliency
2. 50% or participants will indicate
an intention to use strategies
discussed ("definitely" or "maybe")
* Person(s) Responsible: Anita
Sahgal

core components of resiliency
2. 88% of participants indicated at lease some intention to
use strategies (07/02/2019)
Analysis of Findings: Use data to continually revise and
enhance this curriculum if the course continues

continues (07/02/2019)

Wellness Center - Satisfaction with
pilot program Career Counseling /
Consultation - Assess participant
satisfaction with 1. the referral
process and 2. the type of
information provided thought the
pilot collaboration between Wellness
and Career Center for career
counseling and consultation
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

One-Time Activity - Students will
complete an evaluation upon
completing all five sessions
* Criterion for Success: 50% of
participants will indicate "Very
satisfied" or "Somewhat satisfied" to
satisfaction and type of information
questions
* Person(s) Responsible: Anita
Sahgal

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Use of Findings: At this time there
Conclusion: Did Not Meet Expectations
is no plan to resume this program
Had to stop the program mid-year due to staff turnover
(07/02/2019)
(07/02/2019)
Analysis of Findings: At this time there is no plan to resume
this program

Wellness Center - Brief substance
abuse prevention / intervention
program - Students will express
satisfaction with the program in
terms of 1. The referral process and
2. the type of information provided in
the program
Outcome/Objective Status:
Completed
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

One-Time Activity - Students will
complete an evaluation upon
completing all five sessions
* Criterion for Success: 50% of
participants will indicate "Very
Satisfied" or "Somewhat Satisfied" to
questions about the referral process
and the type of information
provided
* Person(s) Responsible: Anita
Sahgal

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Did Not Meet Expectations
Had to stop the program mid-year due to stall turnovere
(07/02/2019)
Analysis of Findings: At this time there is no plan to resume
this program

03/25/2020

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Inconclusive
We were unable to transfer all of our changes to the
website due to changes in staffing in the Communications
department. (07/02/2019)
Analysis of Findings: Our goal is to continue working on this
as much as we can over the summer and then collect data
in the FY 19-20 cycle. We have already set meetings this
sumer to start the process with Communications and
Marketing.
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Use of Findings: At this time there
is no plan to resume this program
(07/02/2019)
Use of Findings: Our goal is to
continue working on this as much
as we can over the summer and
then collect data in the FY 19-20
cycle. We have already set
meetings this sumer to start the
process with Communications and
Marketing. (07/02/2019)
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Outcome/Objectives

Means of Assessment

Findings

Use of Findings

Wellness Center - Improve
communication via our website and
social media platforms - Use
feedback from our marketing focus
group to improve our communication
efforts to students via our website
and social media platforme
Planned Assessment Year: 2018 2019

1. Monitor utilization of
website/social media presence
through analytics.
2. Seek feedback through a
satisfaction survey went to the
campus community
* Criterion for Success: 1. We will
see a an increase in web traffic once
changes are made
2. At least 50% of respondents will
report satisfaction in their
experience with our marketing
platforms
* Person(s) Responsible: Anita
Sahgal

Reporting Period: 2018 - 2019
Conclusion: Inconclusive
We were unable to transfer all of our changes to the
website due to changes in staffing in the Communications
Department. Our goal is to continues working on this as
much as we can over the summer and then collect data in
the FY10-20 cycle. (07/02/2019)
Analysis of Findings: We have already set meetings this
summer to start the process with Communication and
Marketing. We hope to use this data to continually assess
the effectiveness of our marketing efforts.

Use of Findings: We have already
set meetings this summer to start
the process with Communication
and Marketing. We hope to use
this data to continually assess the
effectiveness of our marketing
efforts. (07/02/2019)

03/25/2020
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